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 freya is inspired by classic antiqua serif typefaces 
such as the famous „Caslon“ or „Didot“ which are almost 
three decades old. With great attention to detail and an 
unique approach, freya is a modern interpretation of an 
old classic with its very own personality.
 freya has a strong varying thickness between the 
thick and thin strokes and therefore plays a lot with con-
trast. The whole idea of contrast comes together in differ-
ent weights of the typeface family, which are connected 
through the same thickness of all horizontal lines. freya 
is created in a consistent gradient of styles to ensure best 
functionality for Headlines and Text. Through its sharp-
ness and elegant construction the typeface set its context 
in the field of lifestyle and fashion. Its features are care-
fully balanced to create a modern and novel appearance.
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aBCDEfGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXyZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ
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 10 pt /  12
although by being systematic it cannot be exhaustive, because every system 
is in its way total, it nevertheless tends ceaselessly to recover a real which is 
called something different by other pertinences; for example, aesthetic no-
tions like taste or elegance can have their semiological equivalent. On the other 
hand, it always forces itself to highlight the points in its own system where it 
uses other pertinences and it actively recognizes the points of crossover and

 18 pt /  21,6

although by being systematic it cannot be 
exhaustive, because every system is in its 
way total, it nevertheless tends ceaselessly 
to recover a real which is called something 
different by other pertinences; for example, 
aesthetic notions like taste or elegance can 
have their semiological equivalent. 
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although by being systematic it 
cannot be exhaustive, because 
every system is in its way total, it 
nevertheless tends ceaselessly to 
recover a real which is called
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Although by being systematic it cannot be exhaustive, because every 
system is in its way total, it nevertheless tends ceaselessly to recover a 
real which is called something different by other pertinences; for example, 
aesthetic notions like taste or elegance can have their semiological equiva-
lent. On the other hand, it always forces itself to highlight the points in its 
own system where it uses other pertinences and it actively recognizes the

 18 pt /  21,6

Although by being systematic it cannot be 
exhaustive, because every system is in its 
way total, it nevertheless tends ceaseless-
ly to recover a real which is called some-
thing different by other pertinences; for 
example, aesthetic notions like taste or 
elegance can have their semiological 

 24 pt /  28,8

Although by being systematic it 
cannot be exhaustive, because 
every system is in its way total, 
it nevertheless tends ceaselessly 
to recover a real which is called
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Although by being systematic it cannot be exhaustive, because every system 
is in its way total, it nevertheless tends ceaselessly to recover a real which 
is called something different by other pertinences; for example, aesthetic 
notions like taste or elegance can have their semiological equivalent. On the 
other hand, it always forces itself to highlight the points in its own system 
where it uses other pertinences and it actively recognizes the points of

 18 pt /  21,6

Although by being systematic it cannot be 
exhaustive, because every system is in its 
way total, it nevertheless tends ceaselessly 
to recover a real which is called something 
different by other pertinences; for exam-
ple, aesthetic notions like taste or ele-
gance can have their semiological 

 24 pt /  28,8

Although by being systematic it 
cannot be exhaustive, because 
every system is in its way total, 
it nevertheless tends ceaselessly 
to recover a real which is called
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Although by being systematic it cannot be exhaustive, because every sys-
tem is in its way total, it nevertheless tends ceaselessly to recover a real 
which is called something different by other pertinences; for example, 
aesthetic notions like taste or elegance can have their semiological equiva-
lent. On the other hand, it always forces itself to highlight the points in its 
own system where it uses other pertinences and it actively recognizes the

 18 pt /  21,6

Although by being systematic it cannot 
be exhaustive, because every system is 
in its way total, it nevertheless tends 
ceaselessly to recover a real which is 
called something different by other per-
tinences; for example, aesthetic notions 
like taste or elegance can have their 

 24 pt /  28,8

Although by being systematic it 
cannot be exhaustive, because 
every system is in its way to-
tal, it nevertheless tends cease-
lessly to recover a real which
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áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœ
þŕřŗșśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
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Although by being systematic it cannot be exhaustive, because every 
system is in its way total, it nevertheless tends ceaselessly to recov-
er a real which is called something different by other pertinences; 
for example, aesthetic notions like taste or elegance can have their 
semiological equivalent. On the other hand, it always forces itself to 
highlight the points in its own system where it uses other

 18 pt /  21,6

Although by being systematic it can-
not be exhaustive, because every sys-
tem is in its way total, it nevertheless 
tends ceaselessly to recover a real 
which is called something different by 
other pertinences; for example, aes-
thetic notions like taste or elegance

 24 pt /  28,8

Although by being system-
atic it cannot be exhaustive, 
because every system is in 
its way total, it nevertheless 
tends ceaselessly to recover
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Although by being systematic it cannot be exhaustive, because 
every system is in its way total, it nevertheless tends ceaselessly 
to recover a real which is called something different by other 
pertinences; for example, aesthetic notions like taste or elegance 
can have their semiological equivalent. On the other hand, it al-
ways forces itself to highlight the points in its own system where

 18 pt /  21,6

Although by being systematic it can-
not be exhaustive, because every 
system is in its way total, it never-
theless tends ceaselessly to recov-
er a real which is called something 
different by other pertinences; for 
example, aesthetic notions like taste 

 24 pt /  28,8

Although by being system-
atic it cannot be exhaus-
tive, because every system 
is in its way total, it never-
theless tends ceaselessly to 
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Release
2017

about
New Letters is a typography and design Studio found-
ed by armin Brenner and Markus John in 2015.
We are focusing in typography and graphic design, all 
in the intersection of cultural and commercial projects. 
We engage in projects within the fields of culture, art 
and fashion. 

Committed Typefaces
We also offer individual typeface design and lettering. 
This is the best way for a exclusive visual identity. 
Please contact us for more information. 

Workshops
Currently we are looking for the opportunity for small 
workshops and lectures. Please contact us for more in-
formation. 

Copyright
© NEW LETTERS – All rights reserved

Contact
info@new-letters.de
www.new-letters.de

Licensing
Our typefaces are licensed for a different number of 
users. We offer the licences for (1) user, (2-5) users and 
(6-10) users. The purchase of a font makes the buyer a 
licenced user of the font, not an owner.

Our desktop files come in the format OTf (Open Type). 
They work both on Windows and MaC. Our web files 
come in the formats eot, woff, woff2, ttf and svg (and a 
stylesheet.css)

New Letters »Font Software« or documentation may 
not be sublicensed, sold, leased, rented, lent, or given 
away to another person or entity.

The font Software must not be distributed, resold or 
sub-licensed to a third party and you agree to take 
reasonable care to avoid unauthorized distribution of 
the font Software.

The License is non-exclusive and non-transferable. The 
rights to the designs themselves remain the property 
of New Letters. With buying our »Font Software« it is 
provided that you agree to the following. Please take 
note that you also agree to the corresponding New Let-
ters end user license agreement by downloading and/or 
installing our typefaces.

further licenses on request.
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